
Fleet
Management

Taking fleet  
management 
from challenge 
to success

Reduce labor, fuel and depreciation costs by 
decreasing idle time, optimizing miles driven and 
managing driver behavior. Plus, get to more jobs 
faster and get more done.

Manage  
driver behavior

Reduce  
fuel costs

Increase fleet  
productivity

www.gltrack.com

GLTrack for fleets is an innovative web-based 
fleet management platform available in SaaS and 
server-based delivery modes. The system lets 
you focus on the KPIs of particular importance, 
thereby maximizing your efficiency.



Fuel monitoring

FEATURES

Alerts based on over 30 trigger types

      Real-time KPI monitoring

Driving habits
and driver behavior analysis

Flexible report-building tools

Route optimization tools

Mobile app for iOS and  
Android

Temperature control
in refrigerated and FMCG trucks

Application

Integration with ERP and back office systems

          Electronic Driver Logs

J1939/J1708 protocols and
OBDII interface support

Accurate odometer reportings and mileage counters

Global Track Telematics
TC 25/1595, SSC Road, Thampanoor

 Trivandrum - 695001, Kerala, India
Email: info@gltrack.com, Web: www.gltrack.com
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Fuel
Tracking

Discover 
where your 
fuel goes

Decrease fuel thefts 
by up to

Optimize fleet 
efficiency by up to

90%

Reduce fuel 
costs by up to

30%

GLTrack fuel monitoring system provides  
intelligent tools to keep track of fuel  
consumption and easily detect fuel thefts. Fuel  
information can be sourced from CAN-bus of a  
vehicle or after-market fuel sensors. Take  
charge of your fuel use with GLTrack

Fuel is typically one of the largest fleet  
expenses. Finding ways to minimize fuel spent  
can substantially improve the bottom line.

www.gltrack.com

15%



FEATURES

Intelligent fuel consumption  
management

       Map markers for fuel
      thefts and fuel fillings

  Powerful  
report-building tools

Integration with EPR and
back office applications

Dashboard to 
track relevant 

KPIs in real time

Visibility into fuel level in tanks

           All types of sensors: CAN/Fuel
            level probes, etc.
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Asset
Tracking

Control every aspect from temperature to  
airflow, make use of simple or event-based  
remote video monitoring, embrace flexibility  
and extensive support for third-party tracking 
devices and accessories. Choose  GLTrack 
for your asset tracking needs.

Dashboard for KPIs
visualization

Indicators from various  
asset sensors

Cellular tower-based  
positioning option

for improved tracking

Effective asset tracking often gives businesses an 
advantage that propels them past competition. 
Wialon tools provide dynamic data on location and 
condition of assets concerned.

Essentials
of intelligent 
tracking

www.gltrack.com



FEATURES

Temperature, humidity,
pressure and other

sensors support

Detailed landmark history of asset  
movements and sensor values

Various RFID-enabled solutions

Native iOS and Android mobile apps

Trigger-based 
alarms 

and notifications

Powerful report-building tools

        All the asset tracking KPIs available in a  simple 
         and easily accessible Dashboard

Multiple view interface
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Mobile
Workforce Management

WiaTag app to  
optimize staff  
productivity

Effective order 
management tools

Insight into mobile  
workforce locations  
and field operations

Realize the full  
value of your 
workforce

By bringing the office and the field closer, we offer a 
better way to deal with unfair employees, 
unauthorized vehicle use and working hours 
violations. 

[Your 
product].co

GLTrack is equally effective in controlling couriers, 
truck drivers and field staff. The system offers 
advanced business transparency, ensures safer 
workplace and improves discipline among drivers. 

www.gltrack.com



FEATURES

Sending locations 
       to drivers from the system

Route planning and monitoring

WiaTag application
to track human resources

Links generation and 
sharing field worker 

locations with customers
  Flexible forms for driver activity reporting

Historical data to analyze and report

Flexible order management tools

Instant panic alerts (SOS button)

        Text communications between the office and the field
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Personal
Tracking

Tracking for children,  
the elderly, lone

workers and teen drivers

Simple links for 
location sharing

Geofence  
control alerts

If you care, 
know where 
they are

GLTrack ensures extended hardware options with 
120+ personal trackers supported in the system. 
Choose [Your product] to build a unique  personal 
tracking solution and make your  product stand out.

GLTrack proved to be an optimal personal tracking  
platform for a variety of solution providers globally.  
Flexible interface, easy-to-use mobile app, alerting  
and geofencing options allow for effective personal 
tracking. Lone workers, the elderly, children, teens 
or pets - whatever it is that you target, GLTrack 
has you covered.

[Your 
product].co
www.gltrack.com



FEATURES

 Movement history and visited locations control

WiaTag mobile
application to use

instead of a tracker

Easy-to-use iOS
and Android mobile apps

    Locator tool to generate 
   links and share location

Alert sending by SMS or email

Push notifications on mobile devices

Danger/safety geofences control

Accelerations and harsh braking  
control for teen drivers

Alarm button to trigger SOS messages

Integration with 120+ personal trackers
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